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Investment Market 

Macroeconomic Overview 

Prime Yields Investment Trends  

Economy / Investment  

Following 5 years of consecutive growth, the GDP in Romania registered 

an increase of 4.1% in the first quarter of 2016. Private consumption 

continues to be the main driver of the economy, fuelled by the cut in VAT, 

increasing salaries and the advance of the credit market. 

The National Bank of Romania maintains its policy rate at a historic low of 

1.75% since May 2015, supporting the growth momentum and  remains 

cautious of potential inflows of speculative capital. This results in lower 

interest rates for borrowings in local currency, which translated into record 

number of credits offered by the local commercial banks in 2015.  

Prospects for the local economy are influenced by EU’s performace, which 

takes over 70% of the Romanian exports. Provided that Eurozone will not 

suffer any major shocks, the macro-economic forecast for Romania looks 

positive, with 2016 GDP growth holding at 4.2% even after the results of 

the Brexit vote, according to Oxford Economics. This should make the 

country one of Europe’s top performers in 2016.  

Investor interest has increased due to the solid market fundamentals as well as 

to the significant yield spread between Romania and Poland or the Czech 

Republic. Improving financing conditions and increasing appetite from banks for 

good product and serious sponsors are also encouraging new investment.  

However, liquidity is limited by the supply. Prime products offered in institutional 

sale processes are rare.  

Vendors expectation of a convergence of the yields with those from the core 

CEE markets can lead to a pricing gap as investors are still mainly looking for 

value-add opportunities. 

Prime yields suffered no changes over the quarter with 7.25% for retail, 7.50% 

for office while for industrial they are at 9.00%. Yields have compressed between 

25 and 50 bps over the year.  

Brexit is expected to have little short to medium term impact on the Romanian 

economy and the real estate investment market, as long as the EU economy 

remains stable.  
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7.25% 
Retail 

The property investment volume in the first half of 2016 is estimated at €340 million, 

a value 80% higher than the one registered in the same period in 2015.  

Bucharest accounted for close to 48% of the total investment volume but we have 

witnessed the largest single asset transaction outside of Bucharest since 2008, in 

Sibiu (29% of total volume). Market volumes were balanced between retail 

transactions (45%) and office (38%) while industrial accounted for close to 17%. 

The largest transaction registered in 2016 was the acquisition of Sibiu Shopping 

City by NEPI from ARGO for a total of €100 million. The most notable office 

transaction in H1 was the consolidation of GTC’s position in City Gate through the 

acquisition of Bluehouse’s 40% stake. The most active buyers in the first half of 

2016 were NEPI and GTC, each of the two investors concluding two transactions. 

GTC, one of the most experienced local developers, with a Romanian market 

presence since the late 1990s, has changed its local strategy and acquired income 

producing assets.  

Investment Transactions Q2 2016 

Property Price Seller Buyer 

Shopping City Sibiu € 100 mil. Argo NEPI 

Premium Plaza / 

Premium Point  
> € 30 mil.  Volksbank GTC 

Mega Mall Bucharest Conf. Real4You NEPI 
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Office Market 

Q2 2016 Supply  Q2 2016 Take-up  (‘000 sq m) 

Rental Levels €/sq m/month  Existing Stock  / Deliveries (‘000 sq m) 

Semi-Central Areas 

(Floreasca Barbu Vacarescu, 

Centre West)   

Existing stock  Deliveries 

Demand & Vacancy Q2 2016 Key Transactions 

Demand in Bucharest in the second quarter of 2016 was mainly generated by IT 

and BPO / SSC companies, which accounted for over 40% of the total volume 

registered, followed by banks with approximately 21% and health and pharma 

companies with 17%. The Center-West sub-market attracted close to 43% of 

the total take-up followed by the northern area of Bucharest (Floreasca Barbu 

Vacarescu and Dimitrie Pompeiu) which together attracted close to 28% of the 

total take-up. 

Vacancy rate in Bucharest decreased over the year to 12.8%, 50 bps below the 

level of Q2 2015. This is mainly due to the strong take-up and the fact that the 

new supply was partially pre-let. Vacancy rate is expected to increase by the 

end of 2016, due to the higher levels of speculative supply planned for delivery. 

A further 210,000 sq m are announced to be completed by the end of 2016. 

Vacancy rates continue to be uneven between sub-markets, which is also 

reflected in the evolution of the rental levels. While in South and Pipera North 

vacancy is above 30%, the vacancy rate in Dimitrie Pompeiu, Floreasca Barbu 

Vacarescu, CBD, Center North, Center West and West is below or around 10%.  

CBD 

122 62 107 

Property Submarket Size (sq m) Develper 

Globalworth Tower 
Floreasca Barbu 

Vacarescu 
50,000 Globalworth 

Hermes Business 

Campus B 
Dimitrie Pompeiu 25,600 Atenor 

Green Court Building C 
Floreasca Barbu 

Vacarescu 
15.100 Skanska 

Gara Herastrau 
Floreasca Barbu 

Vacarescu 
12.000 Globalworth 

George Enescu OB Center 4,600 Jupiter Group 

2015 

Q2 2016 

14 – 16 

A Class 
2014 

18.5 
18.5 

18.5 

2014 

2,235 

2015 

2,297 

Q2 2016 

2,456 

Occupier Building 
Contract 

Type  

Deal Size  

(sq m) 

BCR The Bridge Pre-lease 20.000 

Hadassah Hospital Iride BP New Lease 11.000 

IBM 
Global Business 

Center 
Renewal 10.000 

Adobe Anchor Plaza Renewal 6.500 

Amber Studios  CDG  New lease 3.090 

Renewals / Renegotiations 

/ Relocations  

Net Take-up  

45 
50.7 
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Retail Market  

Bucharest Stock / Deliveries (‘000 sq m) Romanian Supply and Pipeline  

Prime Rents* (€/sq m/month) &  
Evolution q-o-q  

Total Retail Stock Density in the Greater 

Bucharest Area 

2016 Pipeline Occupier Market  

444 sq m 
per 1,000 inhabitants 

Only one large retail project was completed in Q2 2016 in Romania. 

Mercur Craiova, a refurbishment of an old department store, was 

developed by SIF Oltenia. The 20,000 sq m shopping center is located in 

the center of Craiova, the fifth largest city in Romania, with approximately 

270,000 inhabitants. In the same quarter, the Turkish group Anchor 

completed the upgrading of their 2 existing shopping centers – Bucuresti 

Mall and Plaza Romania. Developers announced close to 191,000 sq m of 

retail space to be delivered in the rest of 2016, supported by the strong 

growth of retail sales and consumer confidence.  

New projects account for close to 70% of the total pipeline, with the rest 

being extensions and refurbishments. Although, not a large percentage of 

the total pipeline, extensions and refurbishments are becoming more 

common with no less than 10 projects currently undergoing such works. 

This trend is likely to continue in the future as retail sales and retailers 

expansion appetite increase and considering the limited pipeline of new 

projects in the major Romanian cities.   

According to the National Institute of Statistics, in the first five months of 

2016, retail sales grew by an impressive 16.8% when compared to the same 

period of 2015. This, combined with the strong consumer confidence, 

encouraged retailers to expand. Nevertheless, they remain highly selective 

when it comes to the locations of their new openings, focusing mainly on the 

performing shopping centers.  

Over 50 new international brands opened units in Romania since 2014. In 

Q2 2016, COS opened their first shop in a high-street location on Calea 

Victoriei in Bucharest, Fossil opened their first units in AFI Palace 

Cotroceni, while Chopard and Cerruti 1881 chose Baneasa Shopping City 

for their first stores. Other new retailers which announced that they will open 

locations in Romania in 2016 include Lynne, Forever 21 and Lanidor.  

Food retailers, which expanded aggressively in last 2 years, encouraged by 

the surge in retail sales of food products, and are present in all major cities 

of Romania, are now targeting tertiary cities of under 100,000 inhabitants.   

* Prime rent represents the top open market net rent that could be expected for a prime 

position shop in a dominant shopping centre and for units of around 100 sq m 

2015 2014 Q2 2016 

Year-end existing stock  Deliveries 

928 1,010 1,010 

Shopping Centre Retail Parks High street 

60 – 70 
50 – 60 

8.50 

Property Market Developer Type 
Size  

(sq m) 

Park Lake Plaza Bucharest 
Sonae Sierra / 

Caellum Dev. 
New Project 67,000 

Shopping City 

Piatra Neamt 
Piatra Neamt NEPI New Project 28,000 

Veranda Mall Bucharest 
Prodplast 

Imobiliare  
New Project 25,000 

City Park  Constanta  NEPI Extension 19,500 

Coresi Shopping 

Resort 
Brasov Immochan Extension 13,500 
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Industrial Market 

Vacancy Prime Rents (€/sq m/month) 

Q2 2016 Key Transactions 

Stock - Romania / Bucharest (million sq m) 

Q2 2016 Take-up (‘000 sq m) 

Romanian Supply and Pipeline  

Romania 
<10 % 

2014 

1.9 

1 

2015 

2.1 

1 

Q2 2016 

2.3 

1.06 
Existing stock Romania (total)  

Existing stock Bucharest  

2014 3.6 – 4.0 

2015 3.5 – 4.0 

Q2 2016 3.5 – 4.1 
Bucharest 

<5% 

Braila Bucharest 

Renewals / Renegotiations  Net Take-up  

Deva 

Split of Q2 2016 Take-up by City   

Over 100,000 sq m of competitive industrial/logistic space was delivered in 

Q2 2016 in Romania, with approximately 76,000 sq m being inaugurated in 

Bucharest. The completions included among others the 47,000 sq m 

extension of P3 Logistics Park in Bucharest, the 15,000 sq m extension of 

CTPark Buhcarest and the inauguration of 13,700 sq m in A1 Business Park 

The very strong demand in the last 2 years and the very high occupancy 

rate, especially in Bucharest, encouraged developers to announce a large 

number of industrial projects. Another 172,000 sq m are expected to be 

delivered in Romania by the end of 2016, the largest projects being the 

43,000 sq m extension of P3 Logistic Park, the 30,000 sq m extension of 

CTPark Bucharest West and the new CTPark Cluj of 25,000 sq m.  

Very few speculative projects were launched after the financial crisis, even 

though they have proven to be very successful. However, the trend is 

changing, as we witness a increasing number of developers adding 

speculative component on top of space secured through large pre-leases.  

Tenant Property 
Size 

(sq. m) 
Sector / Industry 

Yazaki WDP Park Braila 29.000 
Production/ 

Automotive 

Emag Ruukki Building 25.000 E-commerce 

Flanco KLG 10.000 Retail 

SE Bordnetze 
Solvency 

Caransebes 
8.500 Logistic & Production 

CTDI Log IQ Center 5.000 Logistic 

68 

33.5 

55% 10% 29% 

Others 

6% 
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Featured Research: 

CEE Investment Market Pulse H1 2016 

Invest in Romania. Why now? 

Romania Industrial Pulse H1 2016 

Bucharest Office Pulse H1 2016 

Romania Retail Pulse H1 2016 

http://www.jll.pl/poland/en-gb/research/130/cee-investment-market-pulse-2014

